Serving Nation Since 1970

We believe that education only
will bring equity, dignity, justice
for all and can transform the
lives of people.

www.balbharti.co.in

ABOUT BAL BHARTI ACADEMY
Bal Bharti Academy is a Non-Government, Non-Profit NGO registered under Section 21, Indian Societies
Registration Act, 1860, engaged in various developmental, training and other socially important activities
such as health awareness, livelihood, women empowerment, skill development, etc. since 1970.
Having done programs associated with Planning Commission of India, ASSOCHAM (The Associated Chambers
of Commerce & Industry of India), United Nation Millennium Development Goal, Ministry of Minority Affairs,
Ministry of Textiles, Ministry of women and child development, Ministry of Development of North Eastern
Region, Ministry of Labour and Employment etc. Bal Bharti Academy is leaving no stones unturned for the
betterment of the society. We have done programs directly or indirectly with UP, New Delhi, Punjab and
associate offices all over India to carry out various events and exercises for the benefit of the needy.
The way to erase poverty is not just about giving financial assistance to people who lack money as poverty is a
more complex issue that is dependent upon the social and economic circumstances in which it arises.
Bal Bharti Academy's outreach to the disadvantaged and under privileged sections which cover various skills
like stitching and tailoring, sewing, embroidery, hygiene and sanitation, tourism sensitisation, English
language skills and even basic habitation programs. We have covered children, the elderly, handicapped and
men and women from weaker sections of the society. We have training modules in which these eleven topics
are covered: Common Childhood Illness and Immunisation, Family Planning Government Mechanism, Health
and Hygiene, Home Management, Issues related to Women, Leadership of Women, Life Skills,
Schemes/Programmes for Welfare of Minorities, Public Distribution System and Waste Water Sanitation and
Solid Waste Disposal.
Bal Bharti Academy is committed to work with various sections of society in order to facilitate access to
employment opportunities – be it through focused skill oriented training, soft skills, personality
development, job oriented training or through assessments and certifications that further improves
employability. Bal Bharti Academy is also bringing together industry and the government for specific
interventions that will assist in creating employment opportunities by promoting entrepreneurship,
mentorship, innovation and creativity.
With under current to provide relief to poor today we have got an enthusiastic and energetic team together
who are excited to work on this vital initiative of "EDUCATION TO NATION".
OUR VISION
We believe that education only will bring equity, dignity, justice for all and can transform the lives of people.
OUR MISSION
Education provides children with opportunities to escape poverty, and improve their own community by
giving them better quality of life. We give chances to the under privileged, the chance to fight for themselves,
the chance to fight for what they deserve, a proper education. WE BELIEVE education is not a privileged but a
right. Education is not something that has to be bought, it is something everybody deserves.
WAY AHEAD
?
To Play

a Key role in capacity building.

?
Create

a healthy exchange of experiences and knowledge to create a wholesome learning experience
for students, such that they are better prepared to become key contributors to industry.

?
We are

recognised and preferred people partner to the industry, through active collaboration and
interface in curriculum building, feedback and input on training to correspond with emerging trends
and a comprehensive assessments system.

ABOUT OUR BOARD MEMBERS & COUNCIL OF ADVISORS
Our Board of Members and Council of Advisor's include eminent and dignified personalities who have vast
experience in various domains. These include educationalists, philanthropists, industrialists, academician
and senior government officials. To create positive social change by promoting health; literacy make people
self-reliant and dignified so as to enjoy a sustainable quality of life. Raising awareness (physical, emotional,
psychological and social) for a healthy life style amongst children, youth and women and making of a
cognitive society, with an intention to put collective efforts to work together.
OUR PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

Jagruti (WLDP)

Women Leadership Development

Motivational Workshop

Hope Festival 2013

Career Book Launch 2013

Medical Health Camp

Skill Training - Broom Making

CONCERN 2013

CONCERN 2012

RUSA Conference

Best NGO Award by ASSOCHAM

Leh Ladakh Workshop

MOOCS

Vocational Training

Hospitality Training

OUR PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES
EDUCATE A CHILD
Education transforms lives and breaks the cycle of poverty that traps so many children. Not all children are
provided with an equal chance for an education. If you are fortunate to have a good education system, you
can try to help other children in need.
HOPE – FESTIVAL
We at Bal Bharti Academy organise an yearly festival known as “HOPE” for the children located at Nai Asha
orphanage near Meerut on every 31st December of the year. In this one day event orphan childrens are made
to enjoy the event at the fullest so that they can get enthusiastic about the coming year with positive and
good hopes of a better life as they continue to grow with the support and contribution of the society. They are
empowered with a vision for the coming year & embarked for a journey in the upcoming year. Our team
physically presents every year to make children feel happy and make a positive difference in their life
VOCATIONAL TRAINING
Bal Bharti Academy provides Vocational training in tailoring, broom making & banana fiber bag making and
soft toys making etc. Through this training the rural women stand on their own legs and they not only learn a
way to livelihood but also support their family through the skills they have learned.
Our Programs in Rural Areas
?
Tailoring
?
Hand Embroidery
?
Beautician
?
Painting
?
Weaving

?
Handicraft
?
Preparation of articles for festivals
?
Health and Legal Awareness
?
Animal Management
?
Medical free check-up camps etc.

UJALA – INITIATIVE FOR CAREER ASSESSMENT & SKILL DEVELOPMENT
The purpose of this project is to make the school students across India, specially the financially weaker
sections of the society to get the right career guidance and motivate them to take the right career as per their
skill sets. This shall further lead them to find suitable and best possible jobs for themselves.
HANDICRAFTS TRAINING
Handicrafts are the indigenous creation of ordinary people of villages. They have a tradition which remains
unchanged or unaffected over generation. Earlier these are made with utilitarian motive but slowly the
demand has increased. Our main object is to train artists, jewellers and crafts persons to improve techniques
and absorb new ideas, develop contemporary designs, and attain international standards of excellence.
Believing that true development grows from self determination, the Trust exposes artisans to the entire
process of design, production and marketing and encourages them to participate at all stages. We Organise
Artisan Self-help groups and also conduct workshops were people not only learn craft but can also learn to
teach others.
Workshop Programs:
?
Stone Carving Items
?
Jari and Patchwork
?
Soft Toys

?
Dari and Carpets
?
Leather Goods
?
Jute Goods

?
Pottery
?
Paintings

HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT TRAINING
The project enable the rural masses to acquire the basic training in the field of hospitality and home
management, so that they become self dependable and support their family by getting the relevant jobs.
CONCERN 2014
CONCERN 2014 in its endeavor to enhance the quality of Indian education institutes and its continuous thrive
to benchmark Indian education at world scale is organizing the one day conference. The conference aims to
provide a platform to the vice chancellors, senior functionaries of the government and heads of different
apex agencies of education councils and the most important element – “students” and student unions to
debate and discuss on the challenges, implications and modalities that needs to be enforced to improve the
current education scenario.
MOOCs
MOOCs can play an important role in enhancing knowledge base of students in rural area, where there is no
access to quality education. The most amazing fact about this journey was the minimum inclusion of
secondary facilities like computer and internet. The outcome of the journey indicators that even with little
input the results can be a tremendous. The primary purpose of this initiative was to break the barriers of
accessibility to infrastructure & distinguished faculty in delivering quality education among rural population.
Thus delivering education using MOOC sin rural areas we can combat the cost of infrastructure and in process
delivery quality education.
BHAGAT SINGH MOVEMENT
The objective of the campaign is to bring a change in the existing education system of the nation and get
recognition to the Freedom Fighters of India. Revamp education system of India; help Bhagat Singh and his
fellow comrades to get the “Shaheed” status. Also to build a Shaheed museum in memory of all the freedom
fighters and heroes who have laid lives post Independence. To bring a change in government functionaries
and education Institutions.
WOMEN LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS (JAGRUTI)
Bal Bharti Academy has initiated numerous efforts for women empowerment. Self help groups for women,
tailoring classes and broom makings for women, special health camps for women etc. are few of them. To
improve the skill development, crime against women, education, family planning, rights of women, banking
knowledge & hygiene and create awareness among the women's from minority, who belongs to rural areas of
India. Economic self reliance brings dignity and self respect in a person. This helps person to avoid instinct of
corruption or crime in him/her. The literacy classes conducted under awareness programs have given women
as opportunity to break the isolation which is socially structured into their lives, giving them a chance to meet
other women and learn collectively- rather than learn singly as individuals. The newly acquired awareness
have enhanced their ability to solve family problems and learn new skills. Women are communicating how
they have started feeling more confident, how their articulation has improved, how they have become more
discerning and how they have learnt to function autonomously.
EDUCATION AWARENESS TO RURAL STUDENTS/REFORMS IN EDUCATION
All children should have the opportunity to attend their neighborhood school as far as possible. Our target is
to provide basic needs to the students like we have included School Stationery Kit (Per Candidate for Rural
Students). We are organising different Education Awareness programs for rural students in which our staff
will provide some basic training and workshops on education.

MEDICAL & HEALTH CAMP
In rural areas where people are neither able to afford no medical treatment or having any basic knowledge
regarding health and hygiene, Bal Bharti Academy has been organising such camps in and across the district
of Meerut. So, through these programs people are given various tips on health issues. Besides these, basic
health problems and sicknesses are diagnosed with free medicines. Medicines were given Free of Cost to
pregnant women, children and elderly people. The program is conducted in its targeted area with the hired
doctor from the government or private hospital. In fact, these programs have been great benefits to many
such peoples who could not reach to the nearest local hospitals. These camps were organised on every
Sunday at various villages across Meerut district starting from May 5th to August 25th 2013.
Following is the brief of benefits to the society in Social Development through Our Programs:
?
Apart from the area nearing our established institutes we will also reach the villages that are urgently

required to grow in all social respects. These can be the villages based deep inside India where even te
government has not been able to reach and which are not even aware of development programs.
?
We will also record development in villages and show it to people of other villages so that they are

motivated and become enthusiastic about taking part in the programs conducted by us.
?
The heads and enterprising people of such villages will also be made to visit developed places, so that they

can see and learn and develop leadership skills.
?
Promoting income generating programmes for the rural people that might also create permanent

rural assets.
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OUR DONORS

“& many more”

Serving Nation Since 1970
Not all children are opportune with an equal chance of education.
If you are fortunate to have a good education system, you can try to help other children in need.
To lend your support or to be a Volunteers please visit: www.balbharti.co.in

A-24, C.R Park,
New Delhi -110019
Tel: +91- 11- 41047806
Email: info@balbharti.co.in
Website: www.balbharti.co.in

